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EVERY INDEX WHICH EXCEEDS  THIS  PRIME  NUMBER*

BY

H. A. BENDER

The groups of order pm, p being any prime number, which satisfy the

following conditions have been determined: (1) m < 7t, (2) those which

contain operators of order ¿?"(« > m — 4)|, (3) those containing the abelian

group of order pm~x and of type (1, 1, 1, •••)§> (4) those containing ex-

actly p-\-l abelian subgroups of order pm~1\\, (5) those containing ex-

actly p cyclic subgroups of order pa 5[. The present paper is devoted to

a complete determination of the groups of order pm which satisfy the

condition that each group contains only one invariant subgroup of every

index which exceeds p. There exists at least one such group for every

value of m and p, viz., the cyclic group of order pm. This is, however,

the only abelian group which satisfies the above condition.

Let G be a non-cyclic group of order pm, p being any prime number,

which contains but one invariant subgroup of every index which exceeds

this prime number. Since G is non-cyclic it involves more than one sub-

group of index p. The cross cut of any two such subgroups is invariant

under G and hence is the invariant subgroup of index p2. Since G contains

but one invariant subgroup of index p2 this cross cut must include all the

commutators of G as well as the ptla. powers of all its operators. From

this it follows that the quotient group corresponding to this cross cut is

non-cyclic, and hence any quotient group of G whose order exceeds p must

be non-cyclic.

* Presented to the Society, April 18, 1924.
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If G contains but one invariant subgroup of index p2 this subgroup

must be the commutator subgroup of G, otherwise it would include the

commutator subgroup and the commutator quotient group would be non-

cyclic abelian and of a larger order than p2. Since this quotient group

would then contain more than one invariant subgroup of index p2, it follows

that G would contain more than one invariant subgroup of index p%, contrary

to hypothesis. Moreover, if the commutator subgroup of a group of order

pm is of index p2 the group contains only one invariant subgroup of this

index, since the commutator subgroup is found in every such subgroup.

We shall represent the invariant subgroups of orders 1, p, p2, ps, ■■ -,

pm-2 \)j Go, Gi, G2, GB, ■ ■-, Gm-2 respectively, and the operators of Ga not

in Ga-i by the major co-set Ga-i s« *. Since an operator in the major

co-set Gxs2 has but p conjugates there are pm~x operators commutative

with G2, and we shall represent the subgroup composed of these operators

by Gm-x.

It has been shown that Gm-2 is the commutator subgroup of G. The second

commutator subgroup is a subgroup generated by all the commutators of

the group which have for one element a commutator while the other element

is an arbitrary element of the groupt. It is evident that this second

commutator subgroup is invariant under G and hence is one of the invariant

subgroups. Suppose Gm-a to be one of the successive commutator subgroups

and suppose the commutators of G, which have for one element an operator

of Gm-a while the other element is an arbitrary element of G, to generate

the invariant subgroup Gm_a_ß. The quotient group of G with respect

to Gm_a_ß will at least contain a central of order pß. Hence if ß is

greater than one, G will contain more than one invariant subgroup of

order pm_ß~<s+1. From this it follows that the «th commutator subgroup

is the invariant subgroup Gm-«-i (a = 1, 2, 3, • • -, m—2).

If the (m — 2)th commutator subgroup is of order p, it implies that

the first commutator subgroup is of index p2, the second of index ps, etc.

If a group which has only one invariant subgroup of order pa, which is

also one of the successive commutator subgroups, had more than one

invariant subgroup of order p"-1, then the next successive commutator

subgroup would be contained in each of these invariant subgroups, and

hence would be of a lower order than pa~l.   Hence the following theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a group G of order pm, p being

any prime number, contain only one invariant subgroup of every index

greater than p is that its (m — 2)th commutator subgroup  be of order p.

As an interesting system composed of groups of order pm such that

* American Journal of Mathematics, vol.45 (1923), p. 231.
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each group contains only one invariant subgroup of each of the orders

p, p2, ps, • • -, pm~2, we may note the Sylow subgroup of order pp+1

contained in the symmetric group of degree p2. It is obvious that such

a Sylow subgroup contains a subgroup of order p* which is the direct

product of p regular cyclic groups of order p. If the generators of these

p regular groups are represented by si, sir s8, •••, sp, respectively, and

if t represents the substitution of order p and of degree p2 which satisfies

the condition

<-1Si¿ = Sa,      t~ls%t = Ss,      •••,     t~ 1spt = Si,

it is evident that t and the said p generators give rise to the following

p — 1 commutators:
sl     s2> S2    S8>        ■'■'        SP-1SP'

These commutators generate a group of order pP_1 which is therefore the

only invariant subgroup of index p2 contained in the group. The second

commutator subgroup is of order pP~2, etc. It follows from the preceding

theorem that the Sylow subgroup of the symmetric group of degree p2

contains only one invariant subgroup of each of the orders p, p2, ps, ■ ■ -, pp.

The operators of G which transform the operators of Ga(a<m) into

themselves multiplied by operators in Ga_ß constitute an invariant subgroup

of G. For suppose h to be such an operator, and let s be an operator

of Ga and t any operator of G, and t~l st = s's; then

(ttj-1)-1 s^tj-1) = tt^s'stj-1 = ts'^ßs's^ßSi-1.

It follows from this that all the conjugates under G of <i transform the

operators of Gn into themselves multiplied by operators in Ga_ß and hence

they constitute an invariant subgroup of G.

Since Gm-i is commutative with G2 it transforms the operators of the

major co-set Gis2 into themselves multiplied by operators in the second

major co-set which precedes. Let us suppose the major co-set Ga-isa to

be the first in which the operators are not transformed into themselves

multiplied by operators in at least the second major co-set which precedes.

It is assumed that Gm-i transforms the operators of Ga-i into themselves

multiplied by operators in Ga-z, and that some of the operators of Gm-i

transform the operators in the major co-set Gtt—isa into themselves

multiplied by operators in the major co-set Ga-2Sa-i.

All the operators of G which transform the operators of Ga into

themselves multiplied by operators in Gas form an invariant subgroup

of G, say H. Suppose Gm-i to contain an operator h which transforms

the operators of the major co-set Ga-isa into themselves multiplied by
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operators in the major co-set Ga-tsa-2. Evidently the pth power of tx will

transform the operators of Ga into themselves multiplied by operators in

Ga-s, and hence the pth power of tx is in H. The group generated

by H and tx will contain all the operators of G which transform the

operators of Ga into themselves multiplied by operators in Ga-2. For

suppose t2 transforms s« into itself multiplied by some operator in the

major co-set Ga-zsa-2; then there exists some power of tx which will

transform stt into itself multiplied by an operator in the co-set containing

the inverse of the commutator of tt and sa. The product of tx to this

power and t2 will transform s« into itself multiplied by an operator in

Ga-s and hence this product is in H. Thus H • tx contains all the

operators of G which transform the operators of Ga into themselves

multiplied by operators in Ga-2.

In the same manner it can be shown that all the operators which trans-

form the operators of Ga into themselves multiplied by operators in Ga-i will

generate an invariant subgroup whose order is p times the order of H- tt,

and as we have seen this must be G itself. Hence we have shown that Gm-i

can not contain an operator which will transform s« into itself multiplied

by an operator in the major co-set Ga~2 sa-i and at the same time contain

another operator which will transform sa into itself multiplied by an operator

of the major co-set Ga-s stt-2.

It should be noted that the group generated by the commutators of G

which have for their elements operators of any two invariant subgroups

is invariant under the original group G. From this and what precedes it

follows that the operators of Gm-i transform the operators of Ga into them-

selves multiplied by operators in Ga-2 (« = 2, 3, 4, •••, m — 2). Further-

more, each operator of the major co-set Gm-x sm transforms the operators of

the major co-set Ga—i sa into themselves multiplied by operators in the major

co-set Ga-2 Sa-i (« = 1,2,3,••-,»»— 1). Thus it follows that whenever

a non-cyclic group of order pm, p being any prime number, contains only

one invariant subgroup of every index greater than p, it must also contain

a subgroup of index p which includes all of its operators whose orders

exceed p2, and the pth powers of every operator not in this subgroup must

be in tlie invariant subgroup of order p. It should be noted that every

operator in the commutator subgroup is a commutator.

Let Gß be the largest invariant abelian subgroup of G. It is evident

that the operators of the major co-set Gß sß+1 must be commutative with

the operators of some subgroup of Gß, say Ga(a<cß), but not commutative

with the operators of the major co-set Ga stt+i. The commutators formed

by the operators of Ga+1 and Gß+1 are in Ga and hence are invariant

under G8+x.   Suppose
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sß+l sa+l sß+l  —  sl s«+l>

where si is some operator of G„; then

—p p p
Sß+l  S« 4-1   Sß+i   -   «i   «„_..!.

Since the pth. power of Sß+i is in Gß it must be commutative with sa+1

and hence st must be an operator of order p. Furthermore each operator

of the co-set containing Sß+1 transforms every operator of the co-set

containing sc+1 in this manner. Hence the commutators formed by the

operators of Ga+1 and Gß+1 generate the invariant subgroup of order p.

Again let us consider the commutator

-i    —i _
sß+i sa+l  sß+l   s«+i  — si>

and suppose t to be an operator of the major co-set Gm-i sm such that

t~l Si t = Si-i sí (i — 1, 2, 8,..., m — 1); then

<~   Si t = r    8j+1 *«+1 Sß+i Stt+1 t = sjli Sßl  8~+1 S~    Sß Sß+1 S„ S„+1 = S1 .

Let us now consider the commutator

-i    —i _
sß+l sa+2 sßH ,<!n-f2 S2

where s2 is some operator of Ga+i.   Transforming by t,

C  S2 t = Sj^ Sjl S«+2 S~lx Sß sß+1 sa+1 sa+2 = S^+j 8~+1 sß+1 s2 sa+1 = s1s2.

Thus it follows that the operators of the major co-set Gß Sß+1 transform

the operators of the major co-set Ga+1 stt+2 into themselves multiplied by

operators in the major co-set Gi s2.

Since this property must hold for the quotient group, and if we form the

successive quotient groups with respect to the invariant subgroup of order p,

it follows that the operators of the major co-set Gß Sß+1 transform the

operators of the major co-set Ga+p «o+^i into themselves multiplied by

operators in the major co-set Gp sp+i (q = 0, 1, 2, • • •, ft — a — 1). That

is, the operators of the major co-set Gß Sß+1 transform each operator of Gß

into itself multiplied by an operator in the ath major co-set which precedes

the major co-set containing this operator.

The transformation of any operator sp of Gß by the pth power of t is

f-P .    tP _   . J> .       V(p-»---(P-r)!(r+l)i v
1       "/> b Sp-P   p—P+l "p—r—1 *p—l "p,
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where the elements with zero or negative subscripts are unity. Since the

pth power of t is commutative with every operator of G, and if we let s„

represent successively an operator in the major co-sets Gxs2, G2ss, •■■

• •■, Gp-xsp (ß j> p) it follows that all the operators of Gp-x, except identity,

are of order p. If sp is an operator in the major co-set Gpsp+x (ß~2:p-\-l)

it follows that sxsv = 1, and hence all the operators of the major co-

set Gp-x sp are of order p2 and have their pth powers in 6?x. Since this

property must hold for the successive quotient groups with respect to the

invariant subgroup of order p, it follows that all the operators of G2(p-x)

not in Gp-x are of order p2, and so on, and the pth power of each operator

is in the (p — l)th major co-set which precedes the major co-set containing

this operator.   Hence it follows that « ¡> ß — (p — 1).

Let us now assume that G does not contain an invariant abelian subgroup

of index j)2.

Since all the operators of G commutative with the operators of Ga+i form

an invariant subgroup of G, it follows that the operators of the major co-

set Gß+xsß+2 can not be commutative with Ga+1. Let us suppose the

operators of Gß+2 to be commutative with the operators of G¿. As before

the commutators formed by the operators of Gâ+1 and Gß+2 generate the

invariant subgroup of order p.

If d = a, then some operator of the major co-set Gß+1 sß+2 would trans-

form sa+x into itself multiplied by s"1 and the product of this operator

and sß+1 would be commutative with Ga+1. The pth power of this operator

is in Gß and hence would with Gß generate an invariant subgroup of order pß+l

which differs from Gß+X contrary to hypothesis, and hence <$<«.

In general we may suppose G3 to be the largest invariant abelian sub-

group of G composed of operators which are commutative with every operator

of G„(a> ß); then the operators of the major co-set Ga_x sa transform the

operators of the major co-set Gâ s¿+1 into themselves multiplied by operators

in Gx.   Let us assume the central of Ga+X to be G¿__y(y>0), and suppose

-i    —i _
s<r+l sâ—y+2 sa+l sâ—y+2  —  s>

Transforming by t, and since sa is not commutative with sjly+2 for y = 1

but is commutative for y > 1, then for y > 1

£_1 st — sxs

and hence s is in the major co-set Gis2.

It follows in either case from the successive quotient groups that the

central of GalrX is contained in the central of Ga and the two are distinct,
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and that all the operators in the major co-set G„ sa+x will transform every

operator of Ga into itself multiplied by an operator in the dth major

co-set which precedes the major co-set containing this operator (<r — ft 41,

ft-\-2, • •■, m — 2). Furthermore, the commutator subgroup of Gm-i must

be composed of operators of order p, and it can at most be of order pp~-.

Let us now suppose ft<.p, and suppose the operators of the major co-set

Gas„+i to be of order p2 (<f<p, o<Lm—1). It would then be possible

to construct a group having an invariant abelian subgroup of order pp,

and having G„ for an invariant subgroup of its quotient group with respect

to the invariant subgroup of order pp~^, and hence the ptli powers of the

operators of the major co-set Gpj_a__ß sp+a_ß+1 would be at most in the

<rth major co-set which precedes, and, as we have seen, this must be the

(p — l)th major co-set which precedes. Hence the properties established

above hold for any value of ft.

The index of the largest invariant abelian subgroup of G can not exceed

p{p+iV2} an¿ the order of this subgroup can not be less than p^+vi2 for

m odd, or p(m+e>i2 for m even.

If m>p, then Gm-i can be generated by p —1 independent generators

which are such that the cyclic groups they generate have only the identity

in common, and the ratio of the orders of any two of these independent

generators is either 1 or p. If G is of a lower order, then all the

independent generators are of order p.

Since

t-P Sa p =   tr* ( t S«_i Y Sa = s«,

it follows that all the operators of the major co-set Gm-21 have the same

^th power, and hence (tsa-i)p = f whenever 8a-i is preceded by p-—3,

or less, independent generators

\tsm—l)    == V  t Sm—l <T       • • • t      Sm—1 tSm—1 == '   SSm—p Sm—p+1 - ' ■ ■l>m—1 •

Since this is a product of operators in Gm-P, and sm-p+i is an independent

generator, it follows that t can be so chosen that this product is either

the identity or an operator of order p in Gi, except in the case where

Sm-p is the only operator in this major co-set, i.e., for wi = 3 and # = 2.

Hence for a given m and p the order of every operator of Gm~i is deter-

mined. For m > p there are three groups containing the same subgroup

of order pm~l, either all the operators of the major co-set Gm-ism are

of order p, or all are of order p2, or one pt)x of them are of order p and

the remaining operators are of order p*.    For m <^ p there are only two

30*
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such groups, either all the operators of this major co-set are of order p,

or all the operators are of order p2.

We shall now consider all the possible subgroups of order b"1-1 (*»>#+1).

If Gm-i is abelian there is only one possible subgroup of order p™'1.

If Gm-2 is abebian, then the central of Gm-i can be either Gm-p,

Gm-p+i, •••, or Gm-s- Hence there are p — 2 subgroups of order pm~x

containing an invariant abelian subgroup of order pm~2, without containing

an abelian subgroup of a larger order. If Gm-S is abelian, then the central

of Gm-2 can be either Gm-pjrx, Gm~¿+2, •••, or Gm-i, and the number

of groups of order pm~x is 1,2, 3, ••-,p — 4, respectively (p > 3). This

process may be continued, and hence it follows that the number of subgroups

of order pm~l containing an invariant abelian subgroup whose order is

exactly pm~r is the sum of p — 2 (r — 1) terms of the figúrate numbers

of the (r — l)th order.   Hence the number of subgroups of order pm~x is

l + (p-2)+^-3^-4)+^^^^^^)+---
2 ! o !

í + M    x

-)!

The sum of this series is the (p + \)th term of the Pisano recurrent

sequence*. This follows immediately, for if to the first term of the series

for p equals p — 2 we add the second term of the series for p equals p — l,

etc., there results the series for p equals p. Hence the number of non-

abelian groups of order pm containing only one invariant subgroup of every

index which exceeds this prime number is

3    \l\ + Vb\*        {1-VE\P    1      ,    .       , uVTI(-2-)     -(—2—)      J      (m>P+»>

3    [/1 + K5\m-2    /l-t/5\™-21      , L1.

2 r/i+K5f-2 ii-vs\m-2]   ,   .  ,n

with the single exception m = 3 and p = 2.

* L. E. Dickson, History of the Theory of Numbers, vol. 1, chapter xvii.

University of Illinois,
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